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Sign
&
Marking
Systems
Visit www.constructor-storage.com/Products/Small-Part-Handling/Sign-and-Marking-Systems/ for the latest information.
Sign & Marking Systems is a product
With a wide selection of shelving options to suit various
situations and a range of plastic storage bins for storing small in the category
parts, we can offer comprehensive solutions for any small
Storage and Work Areas
parts storage or picking area.
Hi280 Shelving System Standard
Hi280 Longspan
Hi280 Mobile Shelving System
Hi280 Multi Tier Shelving
Hi280 Shelving System Narrow Aisle
Carton Flow
Longspan Shelving
Plastic Bins & Containers
Sign & Marking Systems
Storage Cabinets
Slotted Angle
S90 - standard
Mobile Shelving S90
Multi Tier - S90
Matrix Small part handling

Narrow bay boltless shelving or longspan mini racking systems for
heavier items with a comprehensive range of accessories including
carton flow and mini load systems means that Constructor can
improve any picking area for optimum space and efficiency.

Please visit www.constructor-storage.com to see
our other products.
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Description

All warehouses must have a sign and marking system. It is the
basis for an effective handling system within a warehouse, giving
correct and fast identification for picking as well as loading of
goods.
An article register is often linked to the label system and gives
information, status, of actual stock level and ordering. Faults during
picking are often related to a poor marking and could simply be avoided
by an evident and rational marking of the store, shelves, beams and
aisles.
The label system consist of information notice boards, aisle signs,
labels and holders for marking of beams in pallet racking and the front of
shelves in shelving systems. Letters and figures on etiquettes including
label protection. Etiquettes can be designed with self self-adhering back
side.

Barcode labelling.
All you need for an effective and rational marking of a warehouse. Our
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sign and marking systems are always designed to suit the customer
specification and to every individual warehouse design.

Specification
The sign and marking system of Constructor consist of:
Label holder, self-adhering or with magnetic tape for different kind of shelves
and beams from the Constructor range of products. (Rack83, P90, HI170,
HI280)
Aisle signs, flat or angled design
Information notice board
Card holders for pallet frames
Self-adhering letters and numbers
Pre-printed warehouse marking labels
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